
The holiday season is upon us. Gift giving and receiving is one of the
highlights of the season. When our kids make a Christmas or a holiday
present list of what they want to get, do we teach them to make another
list of what to give? Are we demonstrating the joy of giving and not just
receiving? Here is a game that you can play in your December yoga
classes to demonstrate a concept of what you give you will receive.              
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Have the group sit in a circle with their eyes closed. Ask the children to hold
their hands in front of their chest. Turn the right hand palm facing down, this
is your 'giving hand'. Turn the left hand palm facing up, this is your 'receiving
hand'. Ask the children to hold the hands of their partners on both sides,
keeping these hand positions.

The leader or teacher will keep their eyes open and start by gently
squeezing with his/her right hand the left hand of the students on the
right, passing around 'the giving'. The student who is 'receiving' will pass it
on by squeezing his or her right hand. And the next student will do the
same.
  

Like this, 'the giving' will be passed around the circle until it gets back to the
leader, who started 'the giving'. What you give you will receive. At this point
the circle is complete. It is important for the leader to keep their eyes open
so they can track the squeezing 'giving' and remind the students to pass it
on if they forget. Repeat as many time as you wish.

With a larger group of children, the leader doesn't wait until he/she receives
the squeezing back, but instead will repeat squeezing the hand after the
squeeze passes 4-5 children. This way the children will be continuously
giving and receiving.

Reinforce the concept of what goes around comes around, or what you give
you will receive, with children. Connect it with the holiday gift giving!
Emphasize the value and joy of giving. Most of all, enjoy!
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Did you like this game ?

Would you like to receive The Giving Tree
  

Kids Yoga Unit?

Wouldn't it be great to receive a new original unit every
month and get your lesson planning out of the way?
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Join the Monthly Kids Yoga Unit subscription and immediately

receive The Giving Tree Kids Yoga Unit, consisting of:

four lesson plans, four activity pages and a unit overview.
PLUS

Sign up for the annual membership and receive

TWO FREE BONUS video trainings.

http://yogabreakforchildren.com/kids-yoga-unit/
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When you join us for the Monthly Kids Yoga Unit
this is what you will receive:
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In January you will receive another Yoga Unit which will introduce a
new theme. So, every month after that you will receive an original Kids
Yoga Unit and your students will enjoy well-designed yoga practices and
yoga based activities that educate about yoga ethical values and
provide plenty of opportunities to practice yoga, explore and have fun. 

Teaching kids yoga has never been easier!

And you don't have to plan!
We take care of that!

LEARN MORE

4 lesson plans
4 worksheets
book recommendations
yoga pose sequences
breathing techniques
meditations / visualizations
yoga art or craft activities
yoga games
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